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Abstract—This paper presents the first synthesizable net-
work-on-chip (NoC) based on a mesh topology, which supports
adaptive and deadlock-free tree-based multicast routing without
virtual channels. The deadlock-free routing algorithms for unicast
and multicast packets are the same. Therefore, the routing func-
tion gate-level implementation is very efficient. Multicast packets
are injected to the network by sending multiple packet headers
beforehand. The packet headers contain destination addresses to
set up multicast trees connecting a source with multiple destina-
tion nodes. An additional locally uniform identification (ID) field
is packetized together with flits belonging to the same packet.
Therefore, flits of different unicast or multicast packets can be
interleaved in the same queue because of the local ID-tags, which
are updated and mapped dynamically to support bandwidth scal-
ability of interconnection links. Deadlocks in tree-based multicast
routing are handled using a flit-by-flit round arbitration and a
fair hold–release tagging mechanism. The effectiveness of the
novel mechanism has been experimented under multiple multicast
conflicts scenarios, where the experimental results show that all
traffic is accepted in-order and lossless in their destination nodes
even if adaptive routing functions are used and the sizes of the
multicast messages are very long.
Index Terms—Network-on-chip (NoC), tree-based multi-
cast routing, synchronous parallel pipeline, wormhole packet
switching.
I. INTRODUCTION
N ETWORKS-ON-CHIP (NoC) are a challenging researchtopic, providing a scalable solution for multiproces-
sors-on-chip (MPoC). In embedded reconfigurable systems,
NoCs provide a flexible communication infrastructure, in
which links interconnecting processor/DSP cores, memories,
and other intellectual property (IP) components can be reconfig-
ured for a certain embedded computing application. NoC-based
MPoCs provide a scalable communication infrastructure com-
pared with bus-based platforms, which have limited bandwidth
capacity. NoCs combine performance with design modularity,
allowing the integration of many design elements on single chip
die [1]. An example of a NoC in a 2-D mesh 4 4 topology is
presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. NoC in 2-D mesh 4  4 topology.
Services in terms of efficient routing and scheduling are crit-
ical with respect to the performance of NoC-based multicore
processor systems. Historically, the first-generation multicom-
puters supported unicast communication only (single PE sends
a message to single PE unit). Nowadays, multicomputers have
been developed toward collective communication services. The
collective communication services embrace multicast (the same
message is sent from a source node to an arbitrary number of
destination nodes), scatter (different messages are sent from a
source node to an arbitrary number of destination nodes), and
broadcast (the same message is sent from a source node to all
nodes in the network). With software implementation, a multi-
cast message can be injected into the network by sending sepa-
rate copies of the message from the source to every destination
node (unicast-based multicast delivery). However, this approach
is inefficient in terms of communication latency and energy.
The multicast delivery service has been intensively used in
large-scale multiprocessor systems, and has been a fundamental
service of some data-parallel computer languages. The fol-
lowing points present the need for multicast services in parallel
computing and multicomputer applications (cited from [2]).
• Numerous parallel algorithms, e.g., parallel search and par-
allel graph algorithms, have been shown to benefit from the
use of multicast services.
• In a single-program multiple-data (SPMD) programming
model, multicast communication is of benefit. The same
program is executed on different processors with different
data, and several data are processed in parallel.
• In a data-parallel programming model, a variety of process
control operations and global data movement such as
reduction, replication, permutation, segmented scan, and
barrier synchronization require collective communication
models. Specifically, the replication and the barrier syn-
chronization are performed using multicast delivery.
• In a distributed shared-memory paradigm, multicast ser-
vices may be used to efficiently support shared-data inval-
idation and updating.
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Several NoC prototypes that have been published have spe-
cific features and characteristics and are designed in different
network topologies. Some NoC prototypes such as Octagon [3]
are designed in octagon topology. INoC [4], NoC presented by
Bartic et al. [5], Xpipes [6], and Æthereal [7] are developed
using a customized irregular topology. The Cell EIB [9] NoC
uses a ring topology. Most of the NoCs such as Nostrum [10],
Tile64 [11], TRIPS [12], Teraflops [13], and SCC [14] use a
mesh topology. Nevertheless, most of the NoCs mentioned
above do not support multicast delivery services. Æthereal
[7] and Nostrum [10] have used a time-division multiplexing
method in order to potentially be able to support multicast
services. However, experiments by evaluating the NoCs perfor-
mances over multicast traffic and possible multicast deadlock
configurations have not been released so far.
Development of programming models for the NoC-based
MPoC systems has been recently a hot topic in the MPoC
research area. Ultimately, multicast communication services
as standard services in data-parallel programming languages
such as Fortran-D [15], Distributed Fortran 90 [16], and
High Performance Fortran [17], as well as message-passing
libraries for parallel computation such as Message Passing
Interface (MPI) [18] and Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM)
[19], [20], will be included in the programming models of
NoC-based MPoC systems. Both libraries have been developed
for computer languages such as Fortran and C/C++. Multicast
communications in the programming model can be effectively
and efficiently implemented in the application layer of the
NoC-based MPoC systems, as long as hardware infrastructures
in network, data-link, and physical layers support also the
multicast services. Indeed, the multicast support as one of the
collective communication services can simplify the program-
ming models and alleviate programming efforts for NoC-based
MPoC systems.
In higher level protocols (e.g., cache coherence) of an inter-
connected multiprocessor system, multicast messages can be
tied to message types such as request, response, send, receive,
completion, etc. Although the underlying network is free from
deadlock routing, message-dependent deadlocks can still occur
because of the dependencies between those different message
types. The message dependencies occur at network endpoints,
i.e., on injection and reception resources, and may block the
messages to sink at their target nodes. This kind of deadlock
is not discussed further in this paper.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
motivation of our investigation and related work. The brief de-
scription of the main contribution of the paper is presented in
Section III. Section IV presents the adaptive routing algorithms
being implemented in the NoC prototypes. More details on how
the proposed multiplexing and arbitration method to solve a
multicast deadlock configuration are described in Section V.
Section VI exhibits the on-chip router microarchitecture and
the characteristic of our Extendable Hierarchical and Irregular
Network-on-Chip (XHINoC). Experimental results to see the
effectiveness of the methodology are presented in Section VII.
Section VIII presents the synthesis results. Finally, concluding
remarks about the work are presented in Section IX.
II. RELATED WORKS AND MOTIVATIONS
Multicast messages can be routed in the network using path-
based [2], [21], [22] or tree-based [23]–[25] multicast routing.
In path-based multicast routing, PEs that inject the message
have to set up the order of headers containing the addresses of
all multicast destination nodes, in order to find optimum paths
from the PEs to the destination nodes. The path-based multicast
routing is aimed at avoiding multicast messages conflicts in in-
termediate nodes. Each multicast packet will acquire at most
two sinking ports in a destination node to forward the multi-
cast message, i.e., LOCAL port (connected directly to a resource
tile) and the other (one) port for forwarding/duplicating the mul-
ticast message to other destination nodes.
In the tree-based multicast routing, the header ordering in
source nodes is not required (the order of the destination ad-
dresses can be freely determined). The multicast routing will
form communication paths like branches of trees connecting the
source node with the destination nodes at the end points of the
tree branches. A higher probability that multicast deadlock oc-
curs in intermediate nodes is the disadvantage of the tree-based
multicast routing. However, our novel multicast scheduling for
adaptive tree-based multicast routing has solved effectively and
efficiently the multicast deadlock problem in the intermediate
nodes, which could probably and hopefully make the method-
ology more interesting.
The multicast routings presented in [2], [21]–[25] are not suit-
able for on-chip networks. All these works utilise virtual chan-
nels to solve multicast deadlock problems. In general, first-in
first-out (FIFO) queues as the main components in virtual chan-
nels dominate significantly the logic gate consumption. Indeed,
the routing hardware units presented in those works are very
complex, and may also increase the logic area after gate-level
synthesis. In our NoCs, the adaptive routing algorithms used to
route unicast and multicast packets are the same, resulting in a
very efficient routing function gate-level implementation.
The NoC presented in [26] has introduced path-based multi-
cast routing to avoid multicast deadlock in the destination nodes
by reserving virtual channels and giving priority to the multicast
message over the unicast message on arbitration of link band-
width. Experiments in the work show that the proposed multi-
cast technique improves throughput, and does not exhibits sig-
nificant impact on the unicast performance in a network with
mixed unicast-multicast traffic “only if” the network is not sat-
urated. Our proposed multicast scheduling does not give pri-
ority to multicast messages (fair flit-by-flit arbitration between
the unicast and multicast messages). Hence, our multicast tech-
nique does not have a significant impact on the unicast perfor-
mance “even if” the network is saturated. Indeed, the NoC in
[26] has not been synthesized into logic gate level.
The NoC presented in [27] uses a time-space-time switch de-
signed for time-division-multiplexing based NoCs. Slot map ta-
bles as central components are used as time slot interchangers to
directly control the read and write operation to random-access
frame buffers. Although this work has mentioned the feasibility
of implementing the multicast scheduling technique, a concrete
multicasting procedure, system-level or RTL-level simulations,
for measuring the NoC performance over multimessage mul-
ticast traffic and the NoC’s capability to handle the multicast
deadlock problem has not been presented so far.
III. CONTRIBUTION
By using the tree-based multicast routing, there is a high prob-
ability that multicast deadlocks are configured in intermediate
router nodes of the network, even if we have implemented a
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Fig. 2. Multicast deadlock configuration.
routing function that can avoid cyclic dependency (e.g., by pro-
hibiting a few turns in the routing function). Fig. 2 shows an
example of a multicast deadlock configuration, where the entire
distribution of the multicast packet is blocked in node (2,2) and
(2,1) when any of its branches are blocked, especially if the mes-
sage is not very short. A novel methodology to solve the multi-
cast deadlock problem is presented in this paper. The multicast
deadlock problem presented in Fig. 2 arises from two facts, i.e.,
1) once a flow acquires a port, it will not release it until the en-
tire packet has been forwarded, and 2) a multicast packet that
should be forwarded to multiple output ports is not forwarded
unless all the output ports have been acquired. Hence, we use a
flit-by-flit routing technique to solve the problem. However, this
technique comes with a new problem, because once we split the
flits of a packet then we need to keep track of which flit belongs
to which packet.
We solve the new problem by inserting an additional ID-tag
field on each flit. Flits belonging to the same packet will have the
same ID-tag in every local communication channel. An ID-tag
management unit at each output port and a combined routing
table and routing machine unit at each input port are then imple-
mented to keep the track of each packet. By implementing both
modules, the second problem can be solved. Thus, the afore-
mentioned multicast deadlock problem can be solved accord-
ingly. As far as the authors know, the XHINoC is the first syn-
thesizable NoC for mesh networks, in which its hardware mi-
croarchitecture supports both deadlock-free static and partially
adaptive tree-based multicast routing without virtual channels
(without subnet partitioning).
IV. ADAPTIVE TREE-BASED MULTICAST ROUTING FUNCTION
A. Packet Format and Address Encoding Scheme
Fig. 3 presents the packet formats used in our multicast NoC.
The packet format for unicast and multicast communication are
shown in Fig. 3(a) and (c), respectively. The packet consists of a
header flit followed by payload flits. Two additional 3-bit heads
identify the type and ID (Identity) number of a flit. The flit types
can be header, data body, and the end of databody (the last flit).
The binary encoding of the flit types is presented in Fig. 3(b).
Each flit belonging to the same packet has the same local iden-
tity number (ID-tag) to differentiate it from other packets, when
it passes through a communication link of the NoC. The local
ID-tag of each data flit of the packet will vary over different
communication links in order to provide a flexible way to share
the communication links and to schedule the link arbitration. An
Fig. 3. Packet format for (a) unicast and (c) multicast, and (b) binary encoding
of the flit types.
ID-tag management unit located at each outgoing port of the
routers is then implemented to update and organize an ID-tag
mapping procedure.
In the XHINoC wormhole packetization model, a message
(short or very long message such as a stream) is associated
as single packet (the message will not be divided into several
packets). Hence, for one destination node (e.g., a unicast mes-
sage) the message will have only one packet header. Therefore,
a packet denotes the same thing as a message in this paper. The
packet header (using static or adaptive routing) will make once
a routing direction on each router node. Afterward, payload flits
will follow the routing directions made by the header. The de-
tailed explanation of the multicast routing mechanism will be
presented in Section IV-B. Therefore, an out-of-order problem
can be avoided, even when adaptive routing algorithm is used to
route the packet.
Fig. 3(c) shows the format of the multicast packets. The
number of the packet header flits is related to of multicast
destinations. The proposed multicast address-encoding scheme
enables us to send a large number of multicast destinations and
is not limited by the word size of the flits. But certainly, extra
cycle periods are needed to inject the header flits, before the
payload data is injected to the network.
B. Multicast Routing Phase
Fig. 3 exhibits four snapshots of our proposed multicasting
procedure. In each incoming port, there is a routing engine (RE)
module, which consists of combination of a router hardware
logic (RHL) unit and a routing lookup table (LUT) unit (see also
the detailed combinational structure of the RHL and LUT units
presented in Fig. 9). The combination is aimed at supporting a
runtime link interconnect configuration. If the RE units identify
a header flit in the output of a FIFO buffer, then the RHL unit
will find a routing direction based on destination address stated
in the header flit and current address (location) of the router.
A routing direction slot in the LUT unit is then assigned and
indexed based on its ID-tag. The illustration of the routing di-
rection slots of a LUT unit is presented in Fig. 4. In the next
time periods, when the RE units identify payload flits having the
same ID-tag number as a previously forwarded header flit, then
the routing direction will be looked up directly from the LUT
unit. Subsequent flits will then be forwarded in accordance with
their ID-tag and the assignments in the routing table.
For the sake of simplicity, only the LUT unit of the WESTern
incoming port is presented in Fig. 4. The following items will
explain how the multicast packets perform tree branching.
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Fig. 4. Four successive two-clock cycles of the multicasting procedure. (a) First Snapshot. (b) Second Snapshot. (c) Third Snapshot. (d) Fourth Snapshot.
• First Snapshot. In Fig. 4(a), a packet coming from the
WEST port with ID-tag 4 has three header flits. The first
header flit is now being forwarded to the LOCAL port with
the new ID-tag 0 (It is assumed that the packet is the first
packet which uses the outgoing port. Hence, the packet
header is allocated to the first free ID-slot, i.e., ID-tag 0).
The RHL unit has found an appropriate routing direction
(the LOCAL direction in this case) and set the LOCAL
routing request state in the register number 4 (in accor-
dance with its ID-tag number) of the LUT unit.
• Second Snapshot. In Fig. 4(b), the second header flit is now
being forwarded to the EAST outgoing link with the new
ID-tag 0. The RHL unit has found again an appropriate
routing direction (the EAST direction in this case) and set
the EAST routing request state in the register number 4 of
the LUT unit.
• Third Snapshot. The situation in Fig. 4(c) depicts the same
mechanism as shown in the two previous snapshots, where
in this case the third header flit is routed to the NORTH
outgoing link with the new ID-tag 0.
• Fourth Snapshot. The register with index number 4 in the
LUT shown in Fig. 4(d) has now three routing direction
assignments i.e., EAST, NORTH, and LOCAL. Therefore,
all payload flits coming from the EAST port with ID-tag 4
will be forwarded simultaneously into the three outgoing
links [as shown in Fig. 4(d)] to track the paths that have
been set up by the multicast header flits.
C. Routing Adaptivity
In a 2-D mesh network, there are eight possible turns that can
be used to route packets in the network. By using static routing
algorithms, e.g., X-First routing algorithm, four turns, i.e.,
north-to-east, north-to-west, south-to-east, and south-to-west
turns, must be prohibited to avoid deadlock configurations. A
deadlock configuration is a situation where packet cannot be
forwarded because of a cyclic dependency.
By committing only two prohibited turns, then partially adap-
tive routing algorithms can be performed. In our multicast NoC
prototypes, we implement three deadlock-free adaptive routing
algorithms. Fig. 5(a)–(c) represents the turn models of adaptive
west-first (WF), east-last (EL), and negative-first (NeF) routing
algorithms, respectively [28], [29]. The dashed arrows denote
the prohibited turns. The implemented routing function is min-
imal, i.e., a packet will not be routed away from its destination
node. Therefore, the routing algorithms are also livelock-free.
Fig. 5. Turn models of adaptive (a) West-First (WF), (b) East-Last (EL), and
(c) Negative-First (NeF) routing algorithms.
The minimal adaptive routing algorithms are implemented in
exchangeable router hardware logic units in a modular-based
router microarchitecture. The routing algorithm of our NoC can
be reconfigured at design-time by exchanging and instantiating
new router hardware logic units.
The adaptiveness of the routing selection depends on the
availability of free ID-slots on the two possible outgoing ports
(provided by an ID management (IDM) unit). The packet will
be routed to an outgoing direction, where more free ID-slots
are available. The number of used ID-tags in the IDM unit
located at each outgoing port represents the number of packets
which are currently using the outgoing communication link.
Hence, the more packets using the communication link, the
slower the rates of the packets flowing through the outgoing
link, because the bandwidth capacity of the link is consumed by
more packets. Each FIFO queue in the routers consists of only
two registers depth , and there is sometimes a situation, in
which the FIFO queue is not full, but the link connected to the
FIFO has been consumed by many packets. Hence, we select
the availability of free ID-slots as the congestion information
to route the packets adaptively.
If the numbers of the free ID-slots are the same in the two
possible directions, then the router will prefer non turn packet
forwarding. For instance, if a packet coming from WEST port
has two possible directions i.e., to EAST or to NORTH, and the
number of available free ID-slots is the same in both outgoing
link, then the packet will be routed to EAST to make the non
turn packet forwarding. Fig. 6 shows a minimal adaptive West-
First routing algorithm implemented in a routing hardware unit
located in the WEST incoming port. In each routing hardware
unit, the routing algorithm is customized in accordance with the
allowed and prohibited turns for gate consumption efficiency.
V. SCHEDULING AND ARBITRATION RULES
Fig. 7 presents six snapshots of the multicast scheduling pro-
cedure and the fair flit-by-flit round arbitration of our so-called
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Fig. 6. West-First routing algorithm implemented in the RHL unit.
Fig. 7. Hold and release tagging mechanism.
hold–release tagging mechanism. The descriptions of each
snapshot are mentioned in the following points.
1) In Snapshot 1, three multicast packets, i.e., from EAST,
from WEST, and from the SOUTH incoming ports,
request different and the same outgoing links. The NORTH
and WEST outgoing links are requested by Packets and
. The other outgoing links are only requested by one
Packet, i.e., the EAST and SOUTH outgoing links are re-
quested by Packet B, and the LOCAL link by Packet .
The flits and represent the flits with local
ID-tag 0.
2) Although the outgoing links are requested by more than
one packet, of the flits of all packets can be granted one
by one as a winner to access the outgoing link at every
stage as shown in Snapshot 2. In this stage, we assume that
flit is firstly selected to access the NORTH outgoing
link, while flit is granted as the winner to access the
WEST outgoing link. The other outgoing links, i.e., EAST,
SOUTH, and LOCAL, also select their single request from
flits in the incoming port.
3) In the next stage, as presented in Snapshot 3, all granted
flits are accepted in the outgoing links. However, the
states of all incoming flits are different and depend on
whether their multicast requests have been granted by
their required outgoing ports. For instance, all multicast
requests of Packet to access EAST and SOUTH ports
have been granted by these ports. Hence, flit (with
state) can be released from the FIFO buffer in the WEST
input port and its request is now replaced by the request
of the new incoming flit . But flits and (with
state) must be still withheld in input buffers, because
their other requests (presented in dashed lines) to access
another port have not been granted in this stage. In this
stage, all ID-tags of the packets are mapped and updated
with new ID-tag 0.
4) In the next stage as shown in Snapshot 4, by using the
flit-by-flit round arbitration method, the NORTH and
WEST outgoing ports change their selection to other flits,
which also request these ports. The NORTH port selects
now flit , while the WEST port selects flit . The
EAST and SOUTH outgoing ports select again the flit
coming from the WEST incoming port (i.e., flit ),
because these ports are only requested by packet from
WEST incoming port. But the LOCAL outgoing port will
not grant again flit , because flit has been granted
in the previous stage. This decision is made to avoid flit
C1 being transferred two times into the LOCAL outgoing
port (avoiding improper multicast replication).
5) In the next stage as presented in Snapshot 5, flits
and are transferred to the outgoing links, and can be re-
leased from EAST, WEST, and SOUTH input buffers (with
state) respectively, because their multiple requests have
been granted step by step in Snapshot 2 and Snapshot 4.
Their request are now replaced by the requests of new in-
coming flits, i.e., flits and . Because ID-tag 0
has already been used by packet in the NORTH and by
packet in the WEST outgoing link, new local ID-tags 1
( and ) are assigned to packet in the NORTH
and packet in the WEST outgoing link.
6) Snapshot 6 shows generally the same mechanism with the
situation shown in Snapshot 2.
The following descriptions will give a sketch of the proposed
hold–release tagging mechanism and the flit-by-flit arbitration.
Theorem: The ID-field being part of every flit allows to
implement a flit-by-flit arbitration and an ID-based routing for
interleaving different packets in the same queue, where flits
belonging to the same packet have the same ID-tag on every
local communication channel. Hence, the multicast deadlock
problem can be solved at each router by further applying a
hold–release tagging mechanism to control and manage con-
flicting multicast requests.
Definition 1: For a number of input ports and a number
of output ports of a router, we can describe the port number
of an input port as , and the port number
of an output port as (e.g., a typical mesh
router has and ).
Definition 2: A Routing Request Matrix , having
the matrix elements , describes the requests of all in-
coming flits to access the output ports at time-stage unit , where
and represent the row and column coordinates of the matrix
element and are associated to the input and output port number,
respectively as explained in Definition 1. The elements of are
either 0 or 1. The element is 1 if there is a routing re-
quest from input port to output port , else its value is 0. For
a unicast request, , and for multicast re-
quest, . If , then
there is no contention to access the output port . Equation (1)
(left-side) shows an example of the for the Snapshot
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1 in Fig. 7 by assuming that the E, N, W, S, and L ports are rep-
resented as port numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively
(1)
Definition 3: An Arbitration Matrix , having the matrix ele-
ments , describes the grant signal from an arbiter unit
to select one flit from the input port to access its requested output
port. Hence, is strongly related to . For example, if the
output port has two requests from input ports as shown
in column 2 of matrix in (1), i.e., ,
then the two possible bit-set combinations of the column 2 of the
are and . In other words, in
each time-stage , where the arbiter rotates the selection among
existing requests, the arbiter can only select one flit from input
port. This means the sum of the column elements in must be
either 0 or 1, or . Equation (1) (right side)
shows an example of the for the Snapshot 2 in Fig. 7.
Definition 4: A Tagged Matrix is a support ma-
trix that is useful to determine whether a flit must be held or
can be released from the input queue, and to compute the next
routing request matrix . For each time-stage unit , the matrix
request will be updated as presented in (2). The func-
tion contains operators to update each element in , which
depends on the current and , as well as a tagged matrix
. If we compare matrices in (1), then we can see there are
two elements which do not match each other, i.e., and
do not match and , respectively.
Therefore, these two elements are tagged with the symbol as
presented in (3). If minimal one element of row is tagged with
, then the others elements having the value 1 in same row
will be marked with the symbol . As presented in (3), the ele-
ment and are assigned with .
The other elements of the row having no 1-element, being
tagged with symbol or , are assigned with symbol .
As presented in (3), all elements in row 3, i.e., and
, are assigned with . If any element of the row in
is assigned with or , then the flit coming from the re-
lated input port must be held in the FIFO buffer. While, if all
elements of the row in the are assigned with , then the
flit coming from the related input port can be released from
the FIFO buffer
(2)
(3)
Proof Sketch: The circulating arbitration mechanism can
guarantee that one flit of unicast or multicast packets can be
forwarded to each outgoing link at each router node, where mul-
ticast conflict may occur. After arbitration process at each time
, a hold–release tagging mechanism can also guarantee that
improper replication of the multicast packets can be avoided,
because: 1) the granted multicast bit-requests will be assigned
and will not be included again in the next arbitration process
and 2) the flits having multicast bit-requests will be kept in the
FIFO queue until all its multiple bit-requests are granted.
The circulating selection result of the arbitration process
at each output port may be random and not uniform. There-
fore, there are two possible configurations after the arbitration
process, i.e., 1) all requests of a multicast flit are granted at the
same time-stage, or 2) not all the multicast requests of the flit
are granted. In the situation 1), the multicast flit can be released
from FIFO queue, and in the situation 2), the multicast flit must
be held in FIFO queue, and the hold–release mechanism will
then cover the situation.
By applying a “hold–release” assignment in
and by circulating the bit-set selection in the column of at
each time-stage , it is possible to find in such a
way that all conflicting multicast flits can be rescued from mul-
ticast dependency, in finite time . In this situation, all multi-
cast dependencies are resolved, and if the multicast dependency
problem can be solved at each router, then the network is free
from a multicast deadlock problem as long as the routing algo-
rithm used to route unicast and multicast packets does not form
cyclic dependencies [28]. depends on the concrete multicast
conflict situation in each router. For instance, in the multicast
conflict case presented in Fig. 7, the flit coming from the WEST
port can be rescued from the multicast dependency after gener-
ating one in-column bit-set combination of as shown
in Snapshot 2. While the flits coming from EAST and NORTH
ports can be rescued after generating two in-column bit-set com-
binations of as shown in Snapshot 2 and Snapshot 4,
respectively.
Additionally we assume, that enough local IDs are available
in each output port of every router; otherwise deadlocks could
occur. In that case the deadlock can be avoided by dropping the
packet which is lacking to receive a local ID in the router and
informing the packet source node about the packet loss.
The theoretical proof of the deadlock-free property is not
complete yet, because the proof sketch focuses only on the exis-
tence of a schedule that results in deadlock-free network. Nev-
ertheless, it probably gives a sufficient idea of the procedure to
follow and to derive the complete proof. This work can be an
interesting topic for future investigations.
The most interesting thing of the methodology is that the data
configuration in the matrix and , as well as the function-
ality of the tagged matrix , can be implemented as a cen-
tral hardware component that we have designed, called Switch
Controller and Flow Supervisor (SCFS). The centralized SCFS
plays an important role to control and manage the multicast con-
flicts in each router (depicted in Fig. 12, Section VI-E).
VI. ROUTER MICROARCHITECTURE AND CHARACTERISTICS
The XHINoC is designed as a modularized microarchitecture.
Some components are exchangeable with other components to
obtain an on-chip router with specific characteristics at design
time. New components can be also instantiated in the microar-
chitecture for inserting new services. The upper part of Fig. 8
exhibits the switch/router microarchitecture of the XHINoC.
General characteristics of the XHINoC are described in the fol-
lowing subsections.
XHINoC has some common characteristics and specific fea-
tures as mentioned in the following.
• Message data are switched using wormhole packet
switching.
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Fig. 8. Switch. Generic architecture and timing diagram for the transfer of mul-
ticast data from a switch/router to an outgoing communication link.
• Link-level flit flow control between routers is used to avoid
data overflow.
• A routing engine consisting of a routing table and a
router hardware logic is allocated at each incoming port
to support routing parallelism (up to five simultaneous
crossbar connections). The router hardware logic, in
which a deadlock-free static or adaptive routing algorithm
is implemented, is an exchangeable module.
• The routing algorithm is minimal, deadlock-free by imple-
menting a turn model (without virtual channels), and can
be applied for routing unicast and multicast packet headers.
• By using a flit-by-flit arbitration and a local ID-tag field
present in each flit, data flits of different messages can be
interleaved on the same communication link.
• On each communication link, flits belonging to the same
message will have the same local ID-tag. The local ID-tag
varies over different communication links and is updated
and managed by an ID-tag management unit located at
each outgoing port to support a flexible data multiplexing
and scheduling.
A. Synchronous Parallel Pipeline Wormhole Switching
HINoC uses a synchronous pipeline router architecture in
order to be compliant with available standards from CAD in-
dustries. The data communication between routers is also syn-
chronous. The lower part of Fig. 8 shows a timing diagram ex-
ample to transfer flits from an input port of the south FIFO buffer
(FO(S)) to the north Dout(N) and east Dout(E) outgoing
links. As long as the FIFO buffers in the north and east neigh-
bors are not full, two cycle periods are needed to replicate and
forward the data flit from FO(S) into Dout(N) and Dout(E). In
the first cycle period, the flit is stored in the south FIFO, then the
RE unit will find routing directions and assign them as valid sig-
nals Rreq(S) to the SCFS module. If the full flags of the FIFO
buffers in the north and east neighbors are not set, the SCFS
gives a grant signal GrantRn(S) to read the flit from the south
FIFO buffer and sets signals win(N) and win(E) as flag for
selecting and forwarding the flit from the south to the north and
east outgoing links, respectively.
If the full flag from the north neighbor is set as shown in Stage
3 in the lower part of Fig. 8, then the GrantRn(S) signal will not
be set. Hence, in the first cycle of the next stage (Stage 4), Flit
in the south FIFO will not be forwarded to Dout(N) for a while,
but it can be forwarded to Dout(E) (The flit can cut-through
virtually into the next outgoing link). At the same cycle, the full
flag from the north neighbor is reset. Hence, GrantRn(S) is set
again in the second cycle of Stage 4. In Stage 5, Flit can be
now forwarded to Dout(N), but it will not be forwarded again to
Dout(E), because the data transfer has been done in the previous
stage. This mechanism is undertaken to avoid unnecessary or
improper flit transfer duplications in the network, and is fully
supported and controlled by the SCFS module.
Our router supports also a parallel pipeline switching method.
Since there are five incoming-outgoing ports in the mesh router,
where one routing engine is located in each incoming port,
our NoC can forward maximum five flits simultaneously from
different incoming-outgoing data switching pairs. This archi-
tecture design choice is certainly very helpful to reduce data
transfer latency in the router and to increase the communication
link bandwidth of the network accordingly.
B. Link-Level Flits Flow Control
Our NoC can guarantee lossless and in-order packet delivery
even if the network is saturated, because of the link-level con-
trol and automatic/dynamic injection rate control mechanism.
Therefore, the size of the FIFO buffers in the router can be
freely determined. Based on our synthesis experiments, the
FIFO buffers dominate the logic area. The larger the FIFO’s
depth is, the larger the FIFO’s logic area consumption and
domination. Hence, in our NoC prototypes, the depth of the
FIFO is selected to be two registers.
The upper part of Fig. 9 presents the router components in the
outgoing and incoming ports. The outgoing port components
are a data multiplexor (DMx), an ID-tag management (IDM)
unit, and a link-state controller (LSC). The incoming port com-
ponents are a first-in first-out buffer (FIFO), a router hardware
logic (RHL), a routing lookup table (LUT), a routing request
multiplexor (RMx), and a request/valid detector logic (RL).
The lower part of Fig. 9 exhibits a timing diagram of the syn-
chronous pipeline data flits transmission from a communication
link into an incoming port. The communication link in the figure
represents the link between the east outgoing port in node (1,1)
and the west incoming port in node (2,1). Two clock cycles are
needed to transfer data flits from the communication link into
the FIFO in the incoming port. In the first cycle, when a flit is
downloaded in the outgoing link, a valid signal (reqWn) is sent
to the LSC unit. In the second clock cycle, the LSC unit will
set a grantWn signal for FIFO write-enable state as long as the
FIFO is not full. If the grantWn signal is set, then the flit will be
stored in one free space of the FIFO queue, else the flit will be
kept staying in the communication link.
As shown in Stage 3 in the lower part of Fig. 9, the
grantRn(W) signal in the west FIFO at node (2,1) is not set.
Hence, Flit 2 stays yet in Reg0 of the FIFO, but grantWn(E)
is still set in the second cycle of Stage 3, because the FIFO is
not yet full (there is still one space register). In the next stage
(Stage 4), Flit 3 is stored in Reg1 of the FIFO. Hence, the full
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Fig. 9. Components in incoming and outgoing ports and timing diagram for
the transfer of data from a link to incoming ports.
out flag is set and back propagated to the node (1,1). Thus, in
the second cycle of Stage 4, the grantWn(E) signal is not set
and Flit 4 is kept staying in the communication link. In the
same second clock cycle of Stage 4, the grantRn(W) signal is
now set. Therefore, in the first clock cycle of the next stage
(Stage 5), Flit 2 is switched to the next downstream node, and
the full flag (full out) signal is now reset (there is again one
free space in the FIFO). Hence, in the second clock cycle, the
grantWn(E) is set again allowing Flit 4 to be stored in the free
register space in the next stage.
C. ID-Based Routing and Scheduling Organization
This section will explain why flits of different messages can
be interleaved in the same queues. Communication links in
HINoC are shared by interleaved messages. The Æthereal NoC
[7] has used time-based scheduling to perform contentionless
routing. A reconfiguration unit (RCU) is then introduced to
allow interconnect reconfiguration at compile-time by using
time-division multiplexing-based (TDM-based) links sched-
uling. However, an expensive effort is required to configure the
network interconnect at compile-time because of the need for
global network view. Runtime interconnect configuration using
time slot TDM-based scheduling is also not an easy approach
as presented self by the Æthereal authors in [7], because the
probability that a packet fails to reserve a timing slot in each
router is high.
Therefore, we use a more flexible approach that has higher
probability to perform successfully the runtime interconnects
configuration using a multiplexing technique based on local
ID-tags. This scheduling is done by the ID-tag mapping and
management (IDM) unit. When a packet flit is switched to an
outgoing port, then the IDM unit will identify the local ID-tag
and the flit type of a flit that flows through an outgoing link. If
the flit is a header, the IDM unit will find a free local ID-slot
to replace the old local ID-tag of the packet with a new one.
The new local ID-tag (represented as the ID-slot allocation)
is then indexed based on the old local ID-tag and from which
incoming port the header flit comes. In the next periods, when-
ever payload flits belonging to the packet are switched through
the outgoing link, they will get the new local ID-tag from the
Fig. 10. IDM-LUT working organization.
ID-slot in the IDM unit by identifying their old local ID-tag
and from which port they come.
Fig. 10 presents the IDM unit at the EAST outgoing port
in node (3,3). Three packets from north, west, and south with
ID-tags 4, 3, and 4 respectively acquire the same outgoing link
(EAST port). In the IDM unit, there are eight available local
ID-slots. In the figure, it looks that the three packets get assigned
the new local ID-tags 0, 1, and 2 respectively. Three ID-slots of
the IDM unit have been used, and this value (the number of the
reserved ID-slots) is sent to router hardware logics in incoming
ports for routing adaptivity (see again Section IV-C).
Fig. 10 shows also the LUT of the routing engine at the WEST
incoming port in node (3,4). The procedure for routing direc-
tion assignment in the routing table of the LUT unit has been
explained in Section IV-B. As shown in the figure, the mul-
ticast routing directions of the three packets coming from the
WEST incoming port of the mesh router node (3,4) have been
assigned in the routing table of the LUT unit. The IDM-LUT
working organization enables the use of a fair flit-by-flit round
arbitration for wire-through share methodology, where flits of
different packets can be mixed (interleaved) in the same queue
and share the link in a fair manner using the combined worm-
hole and flit-level virtual cut-through switching.
D. ID-Slot Updating and Management
Fig. 11 presents how a packet header, coming from the
SOUTH port with ID-tag 4, which is just switched by the
crossbar switch, is updated. The ID update process will be
explained in four steps. In the first step, the IDM detects a new
incoming packet header and then looks for a free ID slot by
checking the ID-state table. In this case, the ID-tag 2 is free and
then in the second step, the ID is assigned as the new ID-tag
for the new packet. In the third step, the ID-slot 2 is indexed
based on the previous old local ID-tag 4 and SOUTH direction
value from which the flit comes. Hence, every time a payload
flit coming from SOUTH port with ID-tag 4 will get the same
new ID-tag 2. In the fourth step, the ID-tag 2 state is set from
“free” to “used” state, and the number of used IDs (UIDs) is
incremented. When the UID equals to ( is the number
of available ID slots), then the “empty free ID flag” is set. When
a tail flit (the end of databody) is passing through the outgoing
port, then the related ID-tag 2 state is set from “used” to “free”
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Fig. 11. ID-tag updating and mapping management.
state, the UID is decremented, and the information related to
the tail flit ID-number is then deleted from the ID Slot Table.
Furthermore the “empty free ID flag” is reset.
In any situation, where a packet requires links that do not have
a free ID-tag any more, then this will cause a blocking of packets
with a consequence of falling into a deadlock, especially if all
packets that have reserved the links in advance are very long and
do not set free the ID-tags for short time. Therefore, it is very
important to determine the number of available ID-tags in each
communication link to avoid such situation. This can be solved
by using the uppermost ID for forwarding the packet headers
only to the target node and dropping the remaining part of the
packet in the actual router. The target node has to inform the
source node that the packet (or a branch of a multicast message)
has been lost and has to be resent.
In embedded multicomputer systems which run a fixed or a
few number of applications, the number of available ID-tags can
be determined after application mapping (before manufacturing
process). After the acceptable application mapping, the traffic
patterns can be then predicted; thus we can estimate how many
packets requiring ID-tags on each communication link. For the
sake of security, an additional tolerance number must be given
to the determined number of the ID-tags. This situation will be
more flexible when the systems will be implemented on a re-
configurable device such as FPGAs.
E. Switch Control and Flow Supervisor
Fig. 12 presents the detailed microarchitecture of the Switch
Controller and Flow Supervisor (SCFS) module. By organizing
the control path signals in the switch/router, the SCFS module
plays a very important role to implement the multicasting con-
trol and multiple data conflict management, which can guar-
antee the deadlock-free tree-based multicast routing. It consists
of 20 components and can be classified into four types of units,
i.e., an arbiter, a winner-selection encoder (ECWin), a request-
validation feedback controller (RFC), and a grant read-state
controller (GRC). The functionalities of the components are in
the following.
• The arbiter units are used to select a winner flit to access
an outgoing link. A fair flit-by-flit round arbitration for
multiple routing requests from all incoming ports is imple-
mented in this module. The selection results are then for-
warded to the EncWin units. The arbiter units receive also
full flags from neighbor nodes. The arbiter for the LOCAL
outgoing port service receives the full flag from a network
Fig. 12. SCFS module.
interface (NI) of a resource tile. If the full flag from the
neighbor or NI is set, then the unit will not select a winner
flit to access the related outgoing link of the neighbor or to
access the input queue of the NI.
• The ECWin units are used to encode winner signals from
the arbiter to be three-bit Win signals that will be sent to
the data multiplexor (DMx) in the crossbar switch for data
output selection, and to give decoded grant (GR) signals
that will be distributed to the GRC units for data release/
input-read selection.
• The GRC units are in charge of making a decision, whether
a flit in a FIFO queue must be withheld for a while or can be
released. These units receive signals from the EncWin and
the RFC units (see again Fig. 12 for details). For instance,
if a flit coming from the EAST port requests two outgoing
links, i.e., WEST and LOCAL for instance,
then the signal GrantRn(E) from the GRC unit for EAST
port service will not be set, until the unit receives grant
signals efw and efl from ECWin units.
• The RFC units are responsible for controlling the vali-
dation of routing-request signals from the routing engine
units in incoming ports. These units receive feedback
signals from the GRC (Rn signals) and from the ECWin
(GR signals). This unit will reset a routing-request signal
if the request has been granted. For instance, if two flits
from NORTH and WEST incoming ports request the same
EAST port (Rreq(N) to E and Rreq(W) to E are set), then
the and signals are set in the same cycle and
sent to the same arbiter unit. When in the next cycle,
the Rreq(N) to E signal and/or Rreq(W) to E have been
granted by the arbiter unit (GR nfe and/or GR wfe are set),
then the and/or signal are reset by the RFC. This
mechanism must be done to avoid unnecessary/improper
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Fig. 13. Traffic scenario 1 (multiple multicast deadlock traffic).
data flit replication in the on-chip network. When the flit
in the north FIFO or the flit from the west FIFO has been
released from the queue ( (N) or (W) has been set),
then the RFC unit will read new routing-requests (Rreq)
from routing engines if such requests are present.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We use two traffic scenarios for performance evaluation of
the multicast NoC. The first scenario is called “synthetic mul-
tiple deadlock,” and the second one is a combination of the syn-
thetic multiple deadlock plus random selected unicast and mul-
ticast traffics. Both scenarios are used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the multicast NoC prototypes using static and adap-
tive routing algorithms under different traffic pattern conditions.
Although these scenarios do not represent a traffic workload of
a certain application, we are sure that the scenarios can be ac-
cepted to evaluate the effectiveness of our multicast technique
to overcome the multicast deadlock problem that is previously
mentioned as the objective of our novel hold–release multi-
cast scheduling with flit-by-flit fair arbitration mechanism. The
second traffic scenario presents a better case scenario to validate
the novel scheduling and arbitration mechanism.
A. Synthetic Multiple Multicast Deadlock Configuration
Fig. 13 shows the synthetic multiple deadlock configuration.
This scenario is deliberately designed, so that some multicast
messages will perform the multiple deadlock configuration,
when static routing algorithm is used. In the figure, six nodes
denoted by symbol , where denotes the node number, from
where the multicast messages are injected to the network. The
symbols denote the target node of a multicast message
injected from source node . For instance, a message injected
from source node [node (0,4)] will be addressed to four
multicast destinations, i.e., [node (3,6)], [node (3,1)],
[node (7,5)], and [node (4,2)].
The multicast messages injected from source nodes
and have four target nodes, the multicast
messages injected from source nodes and have three
target nodes; and 2048 flits are injected into each source node.
The total number of 12.288 (6 2048) flits is injected to the
Fig. 14. (a) Required number of clock cycle until ejection of the last flits in
the target nodes and (b) average transfer latency of experiments using the traffic
scenario from Fig. 13.
six source nodes. The flits are then replicated in the network
(because of the requested multicast communication) and will
be ejected from 22 multicast destination nodes. Each injected
flit is identified with a special code and ordering number. Thus,
it enables us to check and verify, whether any flit is lost or is
replicated improperly in the network or is accepted out-of-order
in the destination nodes.
As presented in Fig. 13, the source nodes are allocated in two
horizontal line addresses (line addresses 4 and 5). While all des-
tination nodes are allocated in the horizontal line address 4 and
5, and in the vertical line addresses 3 and 4. When using the
static X-First (XY) routing algorithm, the traffic flows can be
easily predicted and drawn in the figure. The traffic will be dis-
tributed in such a “vertical-horizontal double cross line area,”
and as shown in the figure, multiple multicast deadlock con-
figurations are performed in nodes (3,4), (3,5), (4,4), and (4,5),
where all multicast packets have conflicts or contentions to ac-
cess the same outgoing ports of the routers in the nodes. For
instance in node (3,4), the multiple multicast deadlock is config-
ured, because: 1) the EAST outgoing link is acquired by the mul-
ticast messages injected from nodes and ; 2) the NORTH
outgoing link is acquired by the multicast messages injected
from nodes and ; 3) the WEST outgoing link is ac-
quired by the multicast messages injected from nodes and
; and 4) the SOUTH outgoing link is acquired by the multi-
cast messages injected from nodes and .
The number of required clock cycles until the transfer the last
flit of each multicast message from the source node to the des-
tination nodes is depicted in Fig. 14(a). The multicast messages
are ejected from three or four destination nodes. Thus we have
gained three or four transfer latency data values, but we select
only one data value to be plotted in the figure for the sake of sim-
plicity. The plotted data is the largest transfer latency of the three
or four latency data values. For instance, the last flit transfer la-
tencies of sending the multicast message from to four target
nodes, i.e., and using adaptive West-First
routing are 22 964, 22 958, 22 966, and 22 970 clock cycle pe-
riods respectively. The largest latency data is 22 970 cycle pe-
riod and is plotted as the representative data in Fig. 14(a).
Fig. 14(a) presents the average number of required cycles to
transfer the last flits of the multicast packets from the source
to the destination nodes. It looks that the multicast NoC with
the static XY routing algorithm gives worst transfer time perfor-
mance than the other three multicast NoCs with adaptive routing
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algorithms. As mentioned earlier, we have deliberately synthe-
sized this traffic scenario, in such a way that the multiple dead-
lock configurations are performed when using the static X-First
(XY) routing algorithm. A fair evaluation will be exhibited later
in the next subsection (Section VII-B). The experimental re-
sult has shown that the network is deadlock-free and all work-
load traffics can be accepted in the multicast destination nodes
(in-order and no improper multicast replication).
By using adaptive routing algorithms, the number of mul-
ticast contentions to access the same outgoing ports can be
reduced. The adaptive router hardware logics will route the
packets into the less congested alternative outgoing links (in
this case, congestion means that many packets have used or
reserved the ID-slots of the node’s links) For instance, the
adaptive West-First (WF) routing hardware units will route
packets injected from source nodes and into north
and south directions rather than to the east direction to escape
from the congested outgoing link. But the packets injected from
source nodes and are routed first to west because
their multicast destinations are located in the west sides (in
the adaptive WF routing, north-to-west and south-to-west
turns are prohibited). The NoC with adaptive East-Last (EL)
routing algorithm gives the best performance among other
routing algorithms, because in the adaptive EL routing, the
packets injected from source nodes and must be
routed firstly to north or south (to the less congested area),
if the destination nodes are located in northeast or southeast
quadrant-areas (east-to-north and east-to-south turns are pro-
hibited). The packets injected from source nodes and
have also alternative paths (by making adaptively the allowed
west-to-north, north-to-west, west-to-south, and south-to-west
turns) to attain the destination nodes.
B. Multiple Deadlock Plus Random Unicast-Multicast Traffics
Fig. 15 presents the combined scenario of the multi dead-
lock configuration presented in Fig. 13 plus randomly selected
unicast and multicast traffics. In this scenario, the total number
of source nodes is 26 nodes (20 additional source nodes of six
source nodes in the previous scenario), while the total number of
target nodes is 54 nodes. Multicast packets are injected to source
nodes until (ten source nodes), while unicast packets are
injected to source nodes until (16 source nodes). All
multicast sources will perform multicast tree-branches to four
destination nodes, except for and , which have only three
destination nodes.
As shown in Fig. 15, the additional source and target nodes,
which will generate unicast and multicast packets are randomly
selected in four “quadrant areas,” i.e., in northeast, northwest,
southeast, and southwest areas, which are in the outside areas
of the vertical-horizontal double cross line area exhibited in the
previous traffic scenario in Section VII-A. In addition, only the
unicast target nodes and are located in the
center area of the vertical-horizontal double cross line area.
This benchmarking model is used to measure the network
performance over mixed unicast and multicast messages, and
to evaluate the impact of the higher traffic participation of the
interprocessor communication over static and adaptive routing
algorithms. The additional random source and target nodes in
this scenario can be assumed as disturbance workload traffic
for the previously determined synthetic traffic. In the previous
Fig. 15. Traffic Scenario 2 (multicast deadlock plus random traffics).
traffic scenario (see Fig. 13), the traffic pattern representing the
number of processing element participating in the data commu-
nication is not too large, because there is no processing element
in the four quadrant areas that inject packets to the NoC.
Fig. 16(a) presents the required clock cycles to transfer the
last flit of each message from the source nodes to the destination
nodes. The multicast messages are ejected from three or four
destination nodes. Thus we have gained three or four transfer
latency data, but we select only one data to be plotted in the
figure for the sake of simplicity. The selected data are the largest
transfer latency of the all latency data of the multicast message.
As shown in the figure, the transfer latency variations of the
unicast and multicast messages are dependent on the number
of other unicast or multicast messages, which share the same
communication link with the unicast or multicast messages.
The average number of cycles required to transfer the last flits
of each unicast and multicast packet from source to destination
nodes is presented in Fig. 16(b). It looks that the multicast NoC
with the static XY routing algorithm gives better transfer time
performance than the other three multicast NoCs with adaptive
routing algorithms. The scenario gives a contrary result from the
previous scenario in Section VII-A, because in this scenario, the
possible escape links in the four quadrant-areas have been ac-
quired by other randomly selected multicast and unicast traffics
as depicted in Fig. 15.
C. General Results of the Performance Evaluation
As already explained, each flit of all unicast and multicast
messages is coded and numbered in-order. We have experi-
mented our novel methodology, and the results show that there
is no out-of-order multicast delivery problem, even if adaptive
routing algorithms are used, and the NoCs are free from the
multicast deadlock configurations. There is also neither flit-lose
nor improper flit replication in the on-chip network.
The NoC prototypes with adaptive routing algorithms give
better transfer latency performance than the NoC with a static
XY routing algorithm in a traffic scenario, in which the number
of processing elements participating in interprocess communi-
cation is not too high, or the probability of the number of pro-
cessing elements that are passing messages into the network is
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Fig. 16. (a) Cycle requirement to eject the last flits in the target nodes and (b) average transfer latency of experiments using traffic scenario from Fig. 15.
TABLE I
SYNTHESIS RESULTS USING 180-nm AND 130-nm TECHNOLOGIES
low. In the traffic scenario where only a small number of pro-
cessing elements generates multicast traffic, the adaptive routing
can find more alternative paths to route a multicast packet to less
congested area and to alleviate the link sharing probability with
other packets.
In the traffic scenario where a large number of processing
elements generates multicast traffics and the traffics are mixed
with unicast traffics, there are not many alternative paths to
route the packet headers adaptively. The adaptive routers
have only congestion information (available free ID-slots)
from the next outgoing links connected to one-hop neighbors.
Therefore, when the packets are routed to a locally optimal
direction, then in the next downstream node, probably the
congestion states of the next alternative links are not better
than in the previous upstream node. In other words, the packets
are probably trapped in high-traffic regions because of the
lack of the global network congestion view of the adaptive
routing engines. As explained in Section IV-A, once a header
of a packet has found an optimal routing direction locally, the
payload flits will follow it by reading the routing direction
from a routing table. Indeed, if one of the tree-branches of a
multicast packet enters a more congested outgoing link, then
the low data rate of the tree-branch will affect the data rates
of the other tree-branches, although the other tree-branches do
not enter high-traffic regions. The addition of unicast messages
most likely makes the traffic closer to uniform traffic. Since
the XY routing can easily balance the uniform traffic, then
it performs better than the partially minimal adaptive routing
algorithms. Among adaptive routing algorithms, we cannot
generalize, which routing algorithm is better, because based on
our experiments, the performance of the routing algorithms is
strongly dependent on traffic situations.
TABLE II
ESTIMATED CELL AREA AND POWER OF SELECTED COMPONENTS
VIII. SYNTHESIS RESULTS
Our NoCs have been synthesized using a CMOS stan-
dard-cell technology library from United Microelectronics
Corp. (UMC). Table I shows the synthesis results with 180- and
130-nm CMOS standard-cell technologies. The total number of
logic cells, total estimated logic cells area, cell internal power,
and net switching power of each multicast-enabled on-chip
router with static XY and adaptive West-First (WF), adaptive
East-Last (EL), and adaptive Negative-First (NeF) are presented
in the table. The migration from the 180-nm technology to the
newer and smaller transistor feature size technology (130-nm
technology) can decrease the total cells area about 38%, the
cells internal power about 80%, and the net switching power
about 46%.
Table II presents the estimated cell area, cell internal power,
and net switching power of the selected components (FIFO
buffers, IDM, LUT, and SCFS) using the 180-nm standard-cell
library. The percentage values in the table present the area and
power contributions of the components over the total numbers
of area and power of the multicast router with adaptive Nega-
tive-First routing algorithm. By implementing 2-deep-register
FIFOs in the incoming ports of the router, the FIFO buffers give
23% area contribution. The FIFO buffers give the largest cell
internal power contribution of about 81% of the total cell in-
ternal power. The IDM units dominate the logic area by giving
33.6% contribution to the total cell area. The cell internal and
net switching power of the IDM units are about 6% and 12.9%
of the total cell internal and net switching power of the router.
Fig. 17 shows us the circuit layout of the square-area on-chip
router with an adaptive Negative-First routing algorithm. The
automatic place-and-route is done using the Cadence Silicon
Encounter tool with 180-nm CMOS standard-cell library from
UMC. The highlighted cells area as exhibited in the figure
is the cell area of the FIFO buffers. The work in [30] has
investigated the advantages and disadvantages of implementing
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Fig. 17. Circuit layout of the multicast router with adaptive NeF routing algo-
rithm (FIFO queues area is highlighted).
on-chip routers in the nanometer regime. In the square-area
router (based on the analysis result in [30]), all metal layers
can be freely utilized for resources, and there is no routing/pin
congestion over resource due to network.
We have also analyzed the timing performance of the mul-
ticast routers with adaptive routing algorithms. By using the
180-nm standard-cell technology, the routers can be clocked
at about 230 MHz. The maximum working frequency can be
increased at about 370 MHz, when the 130-nm standard-cell
library is used. The migration from 180-nm to 130-nm tech-
nology can increase the maximum working frequency of about
1.6 times.
Area overhead to update the XHINoC routers from uni-
cast-only to multicast support with the same routing algorithm
(4-depth FIFO) is about 20% by using 180-nm CMOS stan-
dard-cell technology. Comparisons with other NoC routers,
which do not support multicast service, are shown in the
following. The TRIPS NoC [12] contains two data networks,
the OPN and the OCN, in which the logic areas of the OCN
and OPN routers are 1.10 mm and 0.43 mm , respectively
by using 130-nm technology. Teraflops [13] NoC router uses
a double-pumped crossbar switch to reduce the routing area
enabling a compact 0.34 mm router design using 65-nm
technology. The SCC [14] NoC router synthesis result by using
65-nm standard-cell library is 0.097 mm .
IX. CONCLUSION
The novel scheduling mechanism for tree-based multi-
cast routing using deadlock-free partially adaptive routing
algorithms has successfully solved the multicast deadlock
configuration problem in the intermediate nodes of the on-chip
networks. By using the hold–release tagging rule and the ability
of the on-chip router to interleave flits of different messages in
the same queue, then the multicast deadlock problem can be
solved easily.
The novel smart and simple method can handle not only the
deadlock situations without involving virtual channels to over-
come the problem, but also can guarantee lossless flit ejection in
multiple destination nodes even if the size of the multicast mes-
sages is very long (for instance, a streaming data in video appli-
cation). There is no out-of-order delivery problem, even if adap-
tive routing algorithms are used to route the multicast messages
because of the packet format choice and the efficient working
organization of the combined router hardware logic and routing
lookup table units. Although we know that virtual channels can
help to solve the multicast deadlock problem, we deliberately do
not implement them in our NoC prototypes in order to confirm
the special feature and characteristic of our adaptive multicast
NoC and to save chip area.
Because flits of different packets can be mixed in the same
queues in the NoC router, we will have an interesting issue for
targeted on-chip network interfaces (OCNIs), especially when
the OCNI receives interleaved packets. We have also imple-
mented a specific OCNI for a distributed shared-memory pro-
gramming interface, which can handle the interleaved packets
by using a list-pointer technique. The area overhead for the tar-
geted OCNI is about 10% over our NoC router, because of the
need for additional pointer-tables beside the input and output
queues and some additional buffers.
The proposed routing protocol is free from deadlock if cer-
tain configurations are considered, i.e., the amount of ID slots
in each routing table and each ID management unit is suffi-
cient to support the considered traffic, or if packets (or multicast
branches) are dropped in the rare cases when no free ID slots are
available. The number of ID slots in the LUT and IDM units can
be determined at design time. Larger number of ID slots implies
larger router area, while small number of ID slots may cause per-
formance penalty, e.g., communication channels cannot support
the considered traffic as mentioned before. Based on our current
router architecture, the area overheads to implement an LUT and
an IDM unit from 8 to 16 ID slots are about 87% and 115%,
respectively.
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